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ROTTJJNDA
TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1986

Sixty-fifth year

NINETEEN

Pruitt Captures Miss Longwood Crown
By BRUCESOUZA
It was sort of like scoring a hat
trick. It seemed like the new Miss
Longwood, Martha Pruitt a
sophomore from Cape Charles,
won every category available.
Pruitt seemed flabbergasted as
she
wrapped
up
Ms.
Congenaility, Most Talented, and
finally the Ms. longwood title.
The pageant was hosted by
Jonna Fitzgerald, Miss Texas
1985, who was also 2nd runner up
to Miss America 1985. As a
hostess she did a far superior job
than last year's hostess, although
her continuous attempts to perk
up an uninspired audience soon
became boorish.
The evening's entertainment
highlights
included
some
extraordinary musicianship by
Miss Texas, as she played her
fiddle to everyone's delight. Also
featured were those veritable
little imps from Richmond, The
Held Over Sisters. These
precocious little pixies had
everybody smiling, as they belted
out popular tunes both past and
present. Miss LoilgWOOd 1985,
Kim Kenworthy reminded the
crowd why she was chosen last

year by serenading an
appreciative audience. The
unsung heroes of the show were
the members of the Longwood
Jazz Ensemble who provided the
background music during the
swimsuit and evening gown
competitions.
The contest itself consisted of
only 9 entries, as senior entrant
Iisa Zuraw was unable to attend.
All contestants performed
admirably as the talent show
featured many singers, a floutist,
and two dancers. The swimsuit
display seemed to dissappoint
many, as some of the contestants
filled out the posterior portions of
their swimsuits a little too well.
All in all it was a decent night's
entertainment as long as you're
not ardent feminist. The
technical aspects of the show
went relatively smooth with the
exception of a few miscues.
Martha Pruitt will go on to
represent Longwood at the Miss
Virginia pageant to be held later
this year. The Rotunda would like
to extend its congratulations to
first Runer up Carla IiOckhart.,
second Runner up Susan Reagan,
and all the other contestants.

r

Miss Longwood 1986 Martha Pruitt with 3rd runner oup Sabrina Stevens, 1st runner up Carla
Lockhart, and 2nd runner up Susan Reagan.
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Longwood Reorganizes Curriculum
College Will Divide Into Three Schools
By CATHY G AUGUR AN
Longwood College is presently
in the process of dividing its
curriculum into three separate
schools: the School of Education,
the School of Arts and Sciences,
and the School of Business.

Martha Pruitt adds some last minute touches.

Prior to this reorganization,
every department head had to go
to the Vice President of
Academic Affairs to approve
their every move. This is the
same system of administration
that has been used since well
before the high-rises were built,
doubling enrollment.
tast summer it was realized

that the system must be broken
down in order to be more efficient
and avoid confusion. The result in
these three schools, each of which
will be headed by a dean who is
also a teacher. They will be in
charge of questions concerning
curriculum, faculty development, and co-college programs.
The dean selection process is now
underway, and should be completed sometime in April.
The results of this change on
the students and faculty will
actually be nothing at all, as it is
basically a formality. Most

colleges of Longwood's size (15003000 students) are organized into
specific schools, according to the
enrollment's interests. Course
offerings will not be effected as
the faculty number and
curriculum quality are upgraded.
Prospective students have
come to expect 'schools' of their
major from a college. For
example, a future business major
would rather enroll in a school of
business than in a department of
business, putting Longwood "a
little bit behind the eight-ball," as
Dr. Jacques of the Business
department put it.
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My Page
It was quick and it was sure. Longwood's student-run
disciplinary system, the way in which students have been regulating
themselves here for years and years, the process that has seen good
times and bad and has improved markedly in recent semesters, was
destroyed this month in one fell swoop. Sliced and diced, demolished
and abolished by Longwood's "Q-tip" administrators (a useful
group, unbreakable, with soft heads on both ends, these things
become self-defeating, dangerous even, when pushed too far into
your ear; although never around for very long, there is always
another one in the box.
Once again, the Q-tips have acted, the latest administrative
travesty is the development of Minimum Saction Guidelines for
Disciplinary Cases. A group made up primarily of administrators
and faculty members, sat down and tried to think of every rule that
could possibly be broken at Longwood. The list covers every
violation from using sex to get a better grade to gambling and
burning candles, (I can see Stubbs now "Open this door right now, I
know you're having a candlelight ceremony in there, you brazen
hussies.")
For every violation, there is a minimum punishment that must
be levied by the judicial and honor boards. There is no room for
flexibility, lenience, special considerations.
The disciplinary system has been effectively removed from the
hands of the students of Longwood. On the bright side, we are all still
allowed to decide on our own what clothes we will wear each day and
the Board of Visitors has just recently struck down the proposal
allowing the Housing Office to arrange marriages. Next on the
agenda, the administration will be reevaluating the pros and cons
Farmville's Free Market Economy.
A judicial board member told me that he "feels like a puppet, we
have absolutely no flexibility, I think the whole thing stinks."
I submit that the recent surge in student participation as board
members will reverse as soon as the members begin to feel the
strings being tied to their hands, their feet, their minds.
The administration has said that the reason for the mimimum
sanctions is the descrepancy between punishments dished out by the
boards, the R.E.C.s and the Dean of Students. Students accused of a
violation have a choice between an administrative hearing or a

board hearing. The sanctions emerging from these various forums
either have been too inconsistent, potentially or actually.
I say: so what? This problem is one that faces the U.S. Judicial
System too. It is due to the silly American belief that justice prevails
before all else, that each individual case is different, and must be
decided on its own merits. No legislature or elite group can make
assumptions about incidents or situations that have yet to occur.
The committee that compiled these minimum sanctions could
have devoted their entire careers listing every possible consideration, circumstance and conceivable factor, and the list would
still be lacking. Each case must be considered separately, no effort
is capable of anticipating even the most clear cut violation. In fact,
didn't some Italian sociologist make up one of these lists a couple
hundred years ago? Where is he now? Dead, just like his silly
minimum sanctions work.
The rule at Longwood is for the Dean of Students to review and
approve every decision made by the disciplinary boards; in the past
the Dean has had no hesitency to overturn both the "verdict" and the
sanction. Surely the Dean will not allow improper santions slip by
her desk. Why must this minimal student imputbe eliminated?
Longwood brouchures sent to high schoolers taut this system as
an example of the respect students get while "living fully" at
college. The student-run judicial system used to be one of the best
things about Longwood. The number of students involved now is
very high. The system was getting better slowly but surely until
these new minimum sanctions have changed the entire basis for
student decision-making.
Judicial Board Member: "I will not obey these minimum
sanctions, they will have to fire me before I go against what I believe
is right."
I urge all disciplinary board members to toss these sanctions in
the trash where they belong. The authors of this document do not
have access to the facts and testimony of the cases. Only you have
access to the information upon which to base a sanction. Only you
can decide on a fair and proper punishment for the various offenses.
If the administration forces you to follow the sanctions and ignore
your heart, your mind, then save yourself some trouble and quit the
damn boards. There are inexpensive computers that perform the
simple tasks that board members are now being asked to do. The
minimum sanctions have eliminated your usefulness. Your time can
be better spent pulling up a couch, watching the tube and chugging
a cold one. Your judgement is no longer needed.
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Letters To The Editor

ARA Workers
Respond

To the Editor:
This letter is written in
response to last week's article
"ARA Police" written by Dina
Ezelle and Deborah Shelkey.
We'd like to clear up a few
misconceptions.
The students who serve you as
waiters and waitresses have two
or more tables to wait on. This
means they are very busy
running back and forth to bring
you your food. Every effort is
made to please you. The reason
orders are not taken until
everyone is seated, is to assure
that everyone gets their choice.
This is the result of a decision
made after complaints that we
didn't wait for everyone to be
seated. As any employee in any
establishment, we have rules we
must follow.
Yes, waiters and waitresses
are often treated rudely. The fact
of the matter is that we're your
fellow students and friends.
There isn't any need to be rude. If
you have a problem with one of
us, please see one of our
supervisors. There are usually
two student supervisors at every
meal, or you can talk to Doris
Cary, Rick Johnson, or fill out
one of the blue "response" cards.
Your complaints are taken
seriously so voice them. Instead
of sitting back and talking, do
something about it! We all care

about your complaints and every
effort will be made to improve
the problem.
Sections of the dining hall are
closed off near closing time. This
is so we can have one side of the
dining hall clean to make sure we
get done before our next classes,
etc. Doesn't it make sense to have
the few people that come in late
eat on one side rather than
scattered all over? We can't
spend the whole day in the dining
hall, and this system enables us
to get our work done and see to
our other commitments on time.
We make sure there are always
enough accommodations.
In closing, we'd like to add that
we are not monsters trying to
ruin your meal. We are here for
you but we need your
cooperation. Please help us by
cleaning up after yourselves and
treat us as you'd like to be treated
— with common courtesy and
respect. We're only human,
therefore we are capable of
mistakes but we do work hard to
make the dining hall a better
place to eat in. We'd also like to
take this opportunity to cordially
invite Dina Ezelle and Deborah
Shelkey to work in the dining hall
to see our point of view before
they form bad opinions of us.
The student workers
Black well Dining Hall

"Bay Shore To Predge
Your Wok"
To The Editor:
I would like to know why Ixmgwood College hires so many
foreigners or professors with
accents which the students
cannot
understand?
This
semester this problem has been
brought to my attention because
fifty percent of my professors fill
either one or both of these
stipulations. I am finding it hard
to understand one of these
professors in particular because
she talks incoherently and does
not explain material so that the
average
student
can
comprehend. When one asks her
a question, she has not mastered
the English language enough to
understand your question, let
alone answer it. I would like for
the administration to sit in on her
class to see if they could solve a
problem
after
she
had
inadequately explained the
proper method to solve the
problem.
I question not only her
credentials but also her
competence to teach. Take for

instance, the other day we had a
test with very few problems on it
and she gave us a problem that
could not be done and did not
catch her error until fifteen
minutes was left during regular
class time.
I have maintained a 3.0+
average since my second
semester here so it is not my
stupidity that prevents me from
learning the material dictated by
incompetent foreign professors.
One could advise me to register
for classes taught by true
Americans but in two cases these
foreigners are the only professors
that "try to teach" these
particular classes and in the
other instance it was a choice
between two foreigners. I
encourage the administration to
answer my question of why hire
foreigners that do not deserve the
pay check we provide when they
do not perform their job of
educating us.
Name withheld until
grade received!
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The SGA Is Rolling
My Fellow Students,
I would like to take this opportunity to communicate some information that I feel is important to you as a student at Longwood, a
"State of the Association" address if you will.
The upcoming elections on April 17 will be the one of the most important elections in a long time. We will be voting not only on new class
officers and honor-judicial board members, but also on a new
visitation policy and the amendments to the SGA Constitution.
Deb Anas and the Residence Hall Life Board nave been hard at work
all semester formulating a new visitation policy for the student body, I
will return to Longwood in May to present the proposal to the Board of
Visitors. If passed by the Board, it will take effect next semester.
We have also been working this semester on a much needed revision
of the SGA Constitution. I will not attempt to list all of the changes
here, but let me summarize them by saying that we have basicallv
abolished the Executive Council and reorganized the executive powers
under a more realistic Student Senate.
There have also been some developments in the state legislature
that will be of interest to you. The General Assembly has approved
revenue bond projects which include 5 million dollars for the greek
housing project, 1.3 million for the renovation of Cox and Wheeler into
efficiency apartments, and 1.1 million for the acquisition of additional
parking areas. Also in the project is money for the replacement of
bathroom plumbing, fixtures and tiles in Cox, Wheeler, Stubbs, and
South Cunningham.
We have many more plans for the rest of the semester and next year,
all of which are at a stage where we need your input to help us make
the best decisions for all of us. I urge you all to come out to Student
Government meetings and exercise your voice. Meetings are held
every Thursday at 6:00 in the Conference Center of Lankford.
John C. Colangelo
SGA President

U.VA Student

Next Week:

Rages On
Parking

Dear Mr. Editor,
This last Monday I had the
misfortune to visit your
Longwood Campus while driving
an automobile. In most cities,
towns, and even college
campuses a car is not considered
a liability (we will not consider
New York City) but when I
arrived on your spacious campus
I quickly began to note a serious
lack of space for guests. Is it that
guests are not welcome here? Is
the administration embarrassed
of something that they'don't want
outsiders to see? Low admission
standards are hard to see from
the road anyway! I quite frankly
was upset but not near as upset as
the next morning when I hiked
back to my car only to discover a
ticket on it. I guess that guests
have to be out by 8:30 in the
morning! Tell me Mr. Editor,
does your administration handle
everything with such brilliance?
Are all problems handled with
efficiency, some how I doubt it.
Mark B.Holland

NOTICE
FROM THE CAMPUS POLICE
—LOST & FOUND IS OVERFLOWING—
Come by and pick up your stuff...prescription glasses
and watches and etc.

1986
BRIDAL FASHION SHOW
—Featuring Fashions By Tiffany's—
Com* and join us April 26 at 800 pm in th« Gold Room of Lankford.
Admission is fr«« to bring a f rltnd.
Sponsored by Th« Horn* Economics D«partm*nt - SMSVHEA.

>
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Time Piece: 1968-1972
During these years there were
dramatic changes in American
society, as well as at Longwood.
Here are some short news
stories, letters to the editor, and
gossip as it appeared back

Compiled by Bruce Soon
We at the Rotunda thought it
would be fun to back track a
little, and see what the women of
I-ongwood were thinking and
saying during the years 1968-72.

t ^
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reek
G — Last week we saw a "Dash 8
Dogfood"
truck
making
deliveries to the back entrance to ,.

t

(jab

yonder.
Note: Although we found many
pictures of current faculty
members we are saving those for
a rainy day.

Is Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
There are some of us on the
Longwood campus who have
recently discovered an appalling
situation centered in our newlyacquired television rooms. Some
1 are taking
their dates over to the Lankford
Building for a presumed night of
watching the "telly", and turning
our precious television rooms
into makeout headquarters for
the unimaginative. Now why
can't these people find some
other place for their "courting'
and spar kin' " instead of taking
up a whole couch and a whole
television room? It would be fine
for couples to gather, several in a
room, but they should be willing
to share the room with the
dateless and not demand privacy
for their own concerns. Those TV
rooms were built for the
enjoyment of all, not just a few,
and they were equipped with
televisions and furniture for the
comfort of all. So please, those of
you who are guilty of this, don't
come to the TV rooms unless you
want to watch television, with
company.
M.B.

»**«_*- *• »tmmmmmmmA ES^U *
Lankford. Does A.R.A. Slater
feed us dogfood as a meat ALPHA DELTA PI SWEETY
substitute? A.B. & D.P.
Tommy Johnson, a sophomore
A — Mr. Carbone says he at Hampden-Sydney College, has
doesn't know what truck you saw become the "Sweetheart" of
but that it wasn't delivering Alpha Delta Pi sorority. When
dogfood to the dining hall. He said asked how this came about
it might have been a truck from Frankie Brown said, "So many
the wholesale grocery store he fraternities have sweethearts, so
deals with and the dogfood sign why couldn't we? We wanted
could
have
been
an someone who wasn't someone's
advertisement. Slater deals with boy friend, someone we could all
Armour and Swift packing be friends with."
companies for its meat and to Mr.
Many of the sisters had met
him
at Tom's Campus Room and
Carbone's knowledge they do not
make Dash Dogfood.
when he visited the chapter room
Q — Is there any truth to the during open house. All the girls
rumor that the police are going to liked him immediately and when
make raids on the motels in the he was nominated for "Pi Guy"
area? If so, what would be the he received a unanimous vote. At
consequences if a Longwood least twenty of the sisters drove
student was found in the room? to Hampden-Sydney that night
What right do the police have to and serenaded Tommy outside
at
Cushing
make sudden raids on a room his
window
which is supposedly private and Dormitory.
paid for? B.C.
"My roommates knew what
A — Dr. Willett supplied us was going to happen and they had
with the following answer to your been acting funny all night. They
question:
were really giving me a lot of
At
a
meeting
held grief." When Tommy heard the
approximately ten days ago by girls outside he realized what was
Prince Edward County Sheriff, happening.
Jack Overton, with a number of He became the official "Pi
our student leaders, he indicated Guy" during a ceremony held in
to our student leaders that a the chapter room. "I felt kind of
number of law enforcement funny," Tommy said, "It's not an
agencies were contemplating the everyday occurrence."
Angie Folley summed up the
possibility of "raiding" motels in
several surrounding counties in sisters' feelings by stating,
light of suspected violations of "Tommy is a big brother and boy
the law. There was no indication friend all rolled into one."
on Sheriff Overton's part that he
felt any of our students were
involved in these violations in the
law but he simply wanted student
leaders to have this information.
It was the feeling of several CHARLOTTESVILLE: At a
members of the staff that I should recent session of the State
note this at the Press Conference Senate, Senator Herbert H.
held on April 20, 1972. In Bateman, of Newport News,
accordance with the staff's proposed a resolution that would
request, I did discuss this briefly.
tighten control over dormitory
Involving the legal rights of the visits by members of the opposite
police to "raid" such motels, sex. Mr. Bateman charged that
there are, of course, limitations
sex among students at the state's
as prescribed by law as to what
colleges and universities has
law enforcement officers can do.
"gotten out of hand." He referred
I have a great confidence in the
to dormitories as "bawdy
local law enforcement agencies
houses" and added that the
and certainly feel that they are
situation was worse than could
conforming with all aspects of the
describe.
law.

Colleges In
The News

"PI Guy" Tommy Johnson
Dear Editor,
As seniors looking back over
four years at Longwood, we have
seen many beneficial changes
take place, both social and
academic. One of the most
favorable of these has been that
concerning class attendance, but
we feel that there is still room for
improvement. Under the present
system each professor makes his
own regulations regarding
attendance in his classes, but it
doesn't take one long to realize
that it is most often those
jprofessors'
lectures
are
uninteresting, of little worth, andor impertinent to tahe course that
allow few or no "cuts" at

all. It would seem that a system
of unlimited cuts in all classes
(with the possible exception of
performance classes) would
serve to keep both students and
professors "on their toes," for
then the instructor would have to
make his lectures either so
interesting that the student would
not want to "cut" (and this is not
unusual even now with some of

our faculty) or so valuable to the
student generally and to the
course material that the student
would feel that she could not
"cut" (this, too, is found among
courses).
An
unlimited "cut" system would be
a challenge to all and would bring
greater academic satisfaction to
the students of Longwood. We
would like to ask the students,
faculty, and administration: Why
don't we take another look at this
situation?
Sarah Wright
Ginny Daughtrey
Carolyn A. Prillaman
ShepBlue
Susan Tarrant

More Freedoms Gained...
Will They Be Abused?
By LIBBA BALL
Longwood girls — rejoice over wander down the wrong street
new — founded liberties! In the when sh's had too much to drink?
past month, you have been Will social offenses increase? Are
granted dual privileges that those girls whose first drinking
others before you will envy. As experiences will be welcomed by
students, you now have the this privilege, be granted justice
alcoholic « ™ey do present misconduct?
beverages within the Farmville PerhaPs this permission is on a
City limits, (complying witn trial basis; but unless the girls
Virginia
state
A.B.C. who take advantage of this
regulations); and now Seniors privilege use it with discretion
can keep their cars on campus and maturity, this trial drinking
all year instead of the prior nine- rule may become a thing of our
week ruling. What next? Will we fantasy! So be careful; don't
be granted permission to wear drink more than you feel you can
slacks and bermudas on campus handle — you don't impress
in the near future? What's this anyone when you can't even sign
rumor
about
Longwood's in, except your shocked head
resident. Social probation mars
Summer Session being co-ed?
About this drinking within anyone's record. If you're
Farmville's limits — it's amazing traveling with a group of girls,
to watch the crowds of girls "safety first" says it's better to
gather in "3.2 serving" Tom's return in a group. Try not to
Campus Room. Leo's will really snake your girl friend's date, and
take a loss on business! And can an evening of social drinking can
you imagine what will happen to turn out to be a lot of fun. Snake
the local taxi services now that your best friend's date, overthe girls can walk only three indulge, and you may find
blocks to drink? Hampden- yourself at the Virginia
Sydney has a virtual week-night Unemployment Office. Amen!
monopoly now. What girls won't The social standards committee
trot down to Tom's if it means a has granted us this permission;
social encounter — and besides, if they feel the student body is
you run into somebody with lots capable of behaving itself; let's
of coins, you can have a free juke- not misuse this once in-a-life-time
box concert over a pitcher! One liberty!
Just think! Our Seniors can
warning: If you're planning an
evening at Tom's with a date, have their own cars on campus
better get there early. By 8 p.m., year-'round! Underclassmen,
all the seats are taken and a line don't despair at not being able to
of thirsty girls encircles the bar! do this. England's Prince
Quoted two steady-goers, "After Charles, owner of a $3,120 sports
just one week's freedom, we're car has been informed that he
just loving' it!"
will not be allowed to drive on
Realistically, is this new Cambridge University's campus
freedom a fair one? Fair in the , without special permission,
sense that the students deserve Charles, only 19, has to be 22
it? Are the girls who go drinking before he is granted this
capable of handling themselves permission — so if th? Queen of
on the three-block return to England's son can't drive while
campus? Now that the prowler on campus, we young ladies of
has been penalized, "life after the Old Dominion shouldn't feel
dark" is a little safer; but how so deprived. Advice? Make
can we be sure a stray girl won't friends with a senior!
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Advanced Scuba Spring
Breaks In Bahamas
By NELSON BORDEAU
Everyone in our advanced
scuba class anticipated the
Bahamas to be a perfect
paradise, and it was.
The first night of our adventure
brought us to the island of Bimini.
Bimini is a very small island; you
could walk around its perimeter
in about fifteen minutes. The
island itself was once a coral reef
which resembled hardened lava
rock with deposits of sand and
shells scattered amongst its
surface. targe leafy palm trees,
provided shade to make the sun's
intense heat a little more
bearable, protruded all over the
island. In the middle of Bimini
lies one dusty dirt road. On the
roadside there were small gift
shops and plenty of places to get a
cool, intoxicating beverage.
Early the next morning our
class left the island and headed
for our first dive site! When we
arrived for the dive, the captain
informed us we would observe a
sixty foot tug boat which had
wrecked there last year. Dive
partners were paired up and
splashed in one after the other.
Under the crystal blue water laid
the rusty framework of the boat
about thirty yards away. The

i;
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water clarity in the Bahamas
made visibility a perfect pleasure
for the diver. As we swam closer
to the boat, marine life multiplied
in abundance. There were fish of
all shapes and sizes bearing all
the colors of the spectrum. While
looking inside the boat the
beamlike structures which held
the frame together were covered
with hardened coral formations
and barnacles which blemished
the entire wreck. It was hard to
believe that so many
invertebrate and vertebrate
animals could find their home on
a boat that had only been
Miss Longwood 19M Martha Prultt, Miss Longwood 1985 Kim Kenworthy. and Miss Texas
wrecked within a year's time.
show us their oearlv whites,
Throughout the trip our class trip was short, it's something that
made many more dives (12 we'll never forget.
total). Each new dive was a Any students who are
refreshing learning experience interested in taking scuba diving
as well as an adventure. By the as an elective next year will be
end of the trip each student had eligible for the annual Bahamas
completed the requirements to trip upon completion of scuba
receive their Advanced Open class. Scuba class lasts one half
Water Divers certification.
of a semester and will start this
The boat ride back to the September. Jim Glasser is the
United States left most of us with instructor of the course and he's
long faces, knowing that in a more than willing to get you
couple of days our spring break started. For more information
would be over and soon we would about scuba class, check your
be behind the desks at Longwood liOngwood College Catalog and
again, finishing up the rest of the register for an adventure of a
semester. Although our Bahamas lifetime!
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GREEK WEEK '86
MARCH 31 - APRIL 4
MONDAY

TUESDAY

GUEST
SPEAKER

GAME
NIGHT

WEDNSDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

AWARD'S
DINNER

SNACK BAR
LIP-SYNC

GREEK
MIXER
- (Alcohol)

SATURDAY
GREEK
OLYMPICS

PINO'S PIZZA
Large Peppcroni Pizza
$6.25
p*0*e
PHONE -DELIVERY ONLY 50<° P M ™ Clo,,n9
DAILY SPECIALS

35
OQ2-31
3

Poo* S

5:0

MONDAY
Italian Hoagie W/Chips

39

*-3i35

^nnn
$2.00

TUESDAY

Spaghetti W/Salad*
WEDNESDAY
Lasagna W/Salad'
THURSDAY
$1.00 Off Large Or 50* Off Medium
FRIDAY
Meatball Parmigiano
SATURDAY
Pizza Steak

$2.85
$3.99

$ 1 95
$200

SUNDAY

Baked Zita W/Salad*
$3.25
DINNER SPECIAL...25< EXTRA TO GO ONLY.

Sabrtaa Stevens readies herself.
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Housing Office
Opinion: The No Pet Policy
Out Of Closet

By ROBIN MEEK
Remember your first few
weeks as a college freshman, the
feelings of being homesick, of
missing your family and friends,
but most of all your pet? A pet
can be a best friend and a
security blanket when facing the
new challenging world of college.
Why
doesn't
Longwood
College allow pets other than fish
and why do they exclude the
carnivore family? When I say
pets, I do not mean horses or St.
Bernards — just easy to handle,
house raised dogs and cats.
The R.E.C. of the Collonades
gave me the following reasons for
not allowing pets in the residence
halls: fleas, allergies of the other
students, and the problem of
confinement. Last
year
Longwood had to purchase
approximately two hundred new
mattress and boxsprings because
of flea infestation. The exact
cause of the flea problem could
not be proved as the result of a
house raised animal, but it was
suspected, according to Rick
Weibl, Director of Housing. If a
pet's owner is confined to the
room with his pet, wouldn't he

invest in methods of preventing
fleas for the pet's comfort as well
as his own?
I recently read a letter
submitted to Ann lenders that
stated it is actually better for a
cat to keep him confined in your
house instead of letting him run
loose out doors. When the animal
is outside he has a better chance
of picking up various diseases
and insects. Granted one dorm
room is not exactly adequate
room for a pet to run and play in,
but think of the constant love and
attention you and your roommate
can give the animal.
I feel the only substantial
argument the housing office has
regarding the no pet policy is for
the occupant who is to inhabit
your room after you and your pet
leave, if he or she suffers from
allergies. This can easily be
solved by designating a hall to be
used, year after year, for the sole
purpose of pets and their owners.
Shouldn't someone get a special
interest form raised for a hall
that would allow pets?
Another gripe Rick Weibl of the
Housing Office has was that

3 WEEKS UNTIL

come the end of the second
semester when the students are
packing up to go home they tend
to leave their pets on campus.
Mr. Weibl approximated that
last May there were between
twenty to twenty-five cats left
wondering around campus. It
could not be proved that all of
these animals belonged to the
students, but, nevertheless,
homes had to be found for all of
the felines. If a student has the
pet with him all year he should
have become very attached to it
and should not just discard the
animal at the end of the school
year.
In high school, certain rights
and privileges were denied to us
because a select few would abuse
the rules. This is college, and we
are supposed to be adults and
should be treated accordingly.
Why not let those of us who want
the responsibility of maintaining
a pet have the opportunity to
prove that we are adults in a way
other than just b> our ages. We
should not let the crusade for a
hall for pets and their owners
turn out like the twenty-three
hour visitation rights.

Create
cleanness.
Alitterbit
at a time.

Following last year's Room
Selection Process, the Housing
Office sent an evaluation of the
process to 200 randomly selected
resident students asking them
their thoughts and opinions
about the process. The results of
that evaluation have been used
to improve this year's Room
Selection process.
Several improvements that
returning students can look for
this year relate primarily to a
desire for more information
about the process being
available. Therefore, the Housing
Office intends to make better use
of posters and the ROTUNDA.
After improvement will be the
offering of two ROOMMATE
SEARCH SOCIAUS. Given the
success of last year's effort, it
was decided that two socials
would allow for those persons
needing to fill their room-suite or
seeking to find a roommate to
have a greater opportunity to
locate one another. The socials
are scheduled for April 2nd and
15th in the Virginia Room at 5:45
p.m.
Finally, the process has been
slightly modified to make waiting
in line less of a problem.
Returning students will be able to
obtain assignment cards and
lottery number any of three days
by coming to the Tabb first floor
lounge. Number Draw will be
April 7, 8, and 9 from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.

- NOTICE All interested students that would
like to know more about running for
Judicial Board are welcomed to attend an informational meeting on
March 27 at 7:30 in the conference
room in Lankford.

Ofr ULeu/ Bu*^/ Oat %b 6eAt 9n/ ^ou/?

-LONGWOOD
APRIL 12. 1986
BE THERE!

Tw,.. OUawA- 25. (986 1245
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One thing that has not changed
is the effort on the part of the
Housing Office to make the
process as simple and hassle free
as possible.
For the second year, the
Housing Office will be offering
rising seniors the opportunity to
live off campus. The Senior
lottery will be implemented as a
part of the Room Selection
Process and will be used to
permit up to fifty resident
students who have earned and
are attempting enough credit
hours (90) to be considered
seniors next fall.
All resident students who were
eligible received specific
information via campus mail.
The Housing Office will notify
the fifty residents released from
the residency requirement prior
to room selection so that they will
not compete with other residents
selecting rooms. If they are
unable to find a place to live off
campus, they may still be housed
where space is available. ARA
Dining will also be providing
meal plan options for off campus
students as it has done in the
past.
The Board of Visitors have
authorized the use of a lottery as
a means of dealing with an
anticipated housing "crunch."
Next year as the result of the
closing of South Cunningham for
spring semester and a greater
number of new students desiring
to attend Ixmgwood it is believed
we
cannot accommodate
everyone in the halls.

Taken To
The Limit
The lower dining hall was taken
to the limit with the LIMIT on
Friday night. Sun had organized
the buying of beer in a different
fashion this mixer. Tickets could
be bought at two different
locations in the mixer. It seemed
to work much better carding the
students once they were in the
mixer.
The LIMIT played both pop and
new wave music.
AXP served beer to all patrons
for 75 cents a cup. Both negative
and positive comments were
made on the price of beer. If you
have any suggestions or comments about the mixer or any
SVN events — I urge you to come
forward and give
your
suggestions.
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Book Review: Clan Of The Cave Bears
By CHARISSE McGILL
The Clan of the Cave Bears is a
group of men, women, and
children who live in a cave about
the time Homo-Sapiens began.
According to Victor Barnoiw
who wrote An Introduction to
Anthropology, the Clan were
Neanderthal
Men.
The
Neanderthal Man had a thick
skull, low brow bridges, heavy
chinless jaws and teeth, and
facial protrusions. The skull often
had a low elevation. The
Neanderthal skulls were often
very long, and broadened out
behind the ears. They often had
broad noses, large eye sockets
and a forward projecting upper
jaw. The mouth was very broad,
and the neck was thick and heavy
with muscles. The leg bones were
bowed, but the Neanderthal stood
upright. The men had barrel
liked chest and powerful arms
and legs. The women had breasts
and had a menstral cycle like the
woman
of
today.
The
Neanderthal man stood about
five feet tall and the woman
about four feet nine inches.
Neanderthals did not have the

vocal capacities of humans
today, but made limited sounds
and hand gestures to constitute a
language. Evidence shows
Neanderthals hunted and used
fire. They were the first to bury
their dead. Sometimes graves
were dug in the back of the cave
and the bodies were put into the
fetal position.
The book, Clan of the Cave
Bears, begins with the Clan
searching for a new cave. An
earthquake has destroyed their
home. A human girl of five years
old is also stranded by the
earthquake. When the girl tries to
find food and shelter, she is
attacked by a cave lion, who
wounds her but does not kill her.
The clan stumbles upon the little
girl in their search for a new
cave.
The Clan's medicine woman
treats the girl and begs to bring
her along on the journey. The
Clan is weary, because it is
against their tradition to allow
anyone but clan to be amongst
them. Since the girl was hurt the
leader agreed to bring her along.

When the girl gets better, she
finds the Clan a cave to live in.
The Clan is weary of her but
accepts her because she led them
to a place where they could hunt
and live in safety.
The girl lives with the Clan and
learns the ways of the Clan. She
becomes one of them even though
she is different. She becomes the
daughter of the medicine woman,
and as she is accepted more and
more she becomes a medicine
woman herself.
Clan of the Cave Bears deals
with emotions such as fear, love,
hatred, and jealousy. This book
shows how two different stages of
human beings live together and
the joys and problems they face.
It portrays the beginning of Man
and how the world may have been
before the dawn of the Homo
Sapien. To read Clan of the Cave
Bears is to see the beginning of
the world, and how other humans
may have survived in it. I would
suggest Clan of the Cave Bears as
enjoyable reading for anyone
with a vivid imagination.

The tour group will enjoy
magnificent scenery along the
Rhine River, in the Rhinegau
vineyards, the Vogelsberg
Mountains, and the thousandforest
of
(year-old
Rhinehardswald; outstanding
examples of Gothic architecture,
including the Cologne Cathedral,
the University of Marburg, the
Town Hall of Goettingen, and the
13th-century St. Elisabeth
Church; and visits to castles,
fortresses, inns and taverns that
date from the 12th century.
The cost of the tour is $1,695,
plus $160 tuition fee. Included are
round-trip air fare (New York to
Brussels and return), land
transportation, continental
breakfast daily plus 10 dinners,
accommodations in first or
superior class tourist hotels,
entrance and guide fees, lectures
and performances.
For complete information on
the Fairy Tale Festival Tour,
write or call the Office of
Continuing Studies, Ixmgwood
College, Farmville, VA 23901,
telephone (804) 392-9256.
The enrollment deadline for the
tour is June 1.

HELP WANTED— $60.00 PER
HUNDRED PAID for remailing
letters from home! Send self
addressed, stamped envelope
for information application.
Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle.
NJ 07203.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$1,250

WEEKLY
1

PROGRAM

HOME MAILING

Guaranteed earnings.

Start immediately. FREE DETAILS.
Rush stamped self addressed envelop to SLH Drawer 575. Thorsby,
Alabama 35171-0575.

IOGO CONTISTI
S E.A

is

sponsoring

a

pertain to •ducation at Longwood 3 All
logos must be submitted to Jenny Parker

AUTOS FOR SALE- Is It True
You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the facts today!
Call
1-312-742-1142.
Ext.
5151.

Bo. 1011 by Morch 77th 4 All entries will
be posted in the Wynne Building and the
logos will be voted on by the S E.A
MEMBERS 5 Your name should be writ
ten on the bock of your design 6 Orders
lor shirts will be taken alter the winning
logo is chosen
WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT AND IF YOUR
LOGO IS CHOSEN
SHIRT'

YOU Will WIN A FREE

Sponsored by Student Education Assoc

BENEFITS
A schedule of 35-45 hours per
week in the summer.
Time off for vacations.
An opportunity to gain valuable
job experience.
Opportunities for advancement and
promotion to supervisory positions.
Internships available.

Above average compensation.
Entry level positions begin at $3.60
per hour. Returning employees
from 1985 earn $3.70 per hour.
Food Service employees earn an
additional 25C per hour end of
season bonus. Many positions pay
more (see below).

ADDITIONAL PAY INFORMATION

Supervisor
Cash Control
Office & Clerical
Maintenance &
Grounds

contest

RULES 1 The log may contain up to 7
colors 2 All logos must be onginol and

Positions also available for weekends only (Saturday
and Sunday) and Saturdays only throughout the
season.

POSITION

logo

open to all education ma|ors (art. math
elem et<
).

T^ngs^ominion

Longwood Offers Tour
To Germany
Among the opportunities
Ix)ngwood College is offering
during the summer of 1986 is the
'Fair Tale Festival Tour," a twoweek visit to the Hesse and Weser
areas in central Germany where
the Brothers Grimm collected
folk tales, myths, and legends
and wrote them down as
Grimms' Fairy Tales.
The tour is scheduled for
August 6-20 and will be directed
by Dr. Mary Stuart Woodburn,
associate professor of education
at Ixmgwood.
The tour will be of particular
benefit to educators who work
with children, Dr. Woodburn
said, but also is designed "for
families to enjoy together."
Academic credit is available, and
expenses are tax deductible if the
tour is used to maintain or
improve professional skills.
The itinerary in Germany
includes Frankfurt, Marburg,
Kassel, Hamelin, Bremen, and
numerous villages and hamlets.
Visits to special exhibits, fairytale castles and theme parks,
museums, local festivals,
marketplaces, inns, lectures and
performances are among
highlights of the tour.

HELP WANTED— TYPISTS,
$500 weekly at home! Write:
P.O. Box 975, Elizabeth, NJ
07207.

PAY RATE
PER HR.

POSITION

Night Cleanup
Warehouse
Manager Trainee
Security
Marketing

»4.25-*5.50
M.50-M.85
»4.00-,4.80
*4.50

PAY RATE
PER HR.

»4.50-*4.65
«4.5O-«4.60
»4.25-«4.40
»4.25
»3.75-«4.40

PHY RATES SUBJECT TO CMANOC

rfflfy Howl
Interviews are held at the Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Monday through Friday. 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Saturdays, 9:00 a.m. -12:00 Noon
For a brochure on employment and pay information, call (804) 876-5373
or write to:
Kings Dominion. Personnel Department
Box 166 • Doswell, VA 23047
EOE
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New Judicial Board Sanctions WNAVONAL COLLEGE
JEWS
Violation and Minimum Recommended Sanction
Air conditioner in residence hall room without permission
Alcohol policy violations
— underage drinking
— misusing I.D
— drinking in public-open container
— serving underage drinkers
Antenna, having one outdoors

Admonition
Probation
Probation
Probation
Loss of privileges
Admonition

Bribery

— offering money for a better grade, etc
— offering sexual favors for a better grade, tc
— offering other services for a better grade, etc
— demanding some services or condition from another
to obtain academic advantage
Candles; burning of

Suspension
Suspension
Suspension
Suspension
Probation

Cheating
— looking at another's test paper or other material (i.e., texts, notes, papers) with intent to give
unfair academic advantage and without permission of the instructor
Probation
— talking or signaling, while taking a quiz or examination, with intent to gain unfair academic
advantage and without permission of the instructor
Probation
— leaving the examination room without permission, and then returning to complete a test or
assignment which is pledged
Probation
— substituting for another person or permitting another person to substitute for one's self during
an examination
Probation
Copyright Revision Act of 1976; violation thereof

Probation

Criminal offenses; actions leading to conviction of

Suspension

Drugs
— illegal possession
— illegal use
— possession of drug paraphernalia

Suspension
Suspension
Probation

Electrical applicances; using prohibited ones in residence halls

Admonition

Emergency exits
— removing exit signs
— possession of exit signs - Longwood
— blocking exits or stairways
— hindering another's exit during an alarm or evacuation

Suspension
Suspension
Suspension
Suspension

Encouraging others to violate policy
Evacuations
— failure to leave
— hindering another's exit during an alarm or evacuation
— not standing clear of building
— returning to building without permission

Probation
Admonition
Suspension
Admonition
Probation

Explosives
— possession of
— use of
falsifying grades
falsifying admissions records
falsifying registration materials
falsifying reported grade in order to run for office

Suspension
Suspension
Dismissal
Dismissal
Probation
Probation

Fire Alarms
— pulling false alarm
— not standing clear of building
— returning to building without permission

Suspension
Admonition
Probation

Fire code; exceeding

Admonition - loss of privileges

Fire extinguisher; emptying or mis-use of
Fireworks
— possession of
— use of

Suspension - restitution
Probation
Suspension

(Continued on Page 9)

A PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICER
ordered anti-Adolfo Calero
slogans painted on a Duke U.
bridge to be blotted out before the
Nicaraguan contra leader,
scheduled to speak there,
arrived. The director of public
safety says, "We should not be
concerned about political signs
. . . somebody in public safety
made a mistake and I'm not real
happy about it."
ILLEGAL BICYCLISTS could
cost the U. of Arizona as much as
$100 million in federal aid if a
veteran wins a
lawsuit
concerning violations of Federal
Handicap Regulations. A lack of
bicycle regulations has allowed
students to lock their bikes to
handicap rails and in front of
doors. The president of the UA
Veternans Club — a handicapped
person — says he will sue if UA
does not regulate the bikes.
A BILL TO PHOHIBIT
HAZING
by
student
organizations died recently in a
Indiana legislative committee.
The committee chair says hazing
is already covered under a state
"recklessness" statue, but the
Indiana U. dean of students says
that "Whatever is avialable is not
being used for hazing."
A FILM entitled "Football
Fever Strikes Again," shown to
hall and fraternity residents at
Northwestern U., surprised its
audience and prompted housing
officials to toss penalty flags. The
movie's sponsor, Campus
Crusade for Christ, told hall
officials that the film was full of
football highlights and would be a
good warmup for the Super
Bowl — but failed to mention the
film's religious overtones. "They
didn't lie to us," says one official.
"They just presented it to us
completely wrong."
THE
FLOOR
SHIRTS,
designed for the residents of a
Michigan State U. hall, are
eliciting mixed feelings from the
men who are supposed to wear
them. The front of the shirts say,
"We draw the line at ugly
women," while the back of the
shirts bear a drawing of a "pig
lady" with a red line running
through it. "This is a college,"
one resident says. "You expect
more maturity."
STUDENTS LIKE THE IDEA
of seeing syllabi before enrolling
for courses, according to a
survey by the U. of Oklahoma
student government. The survey
also found that students are
evenly divided on the question of
a plus and minus grading system,
and overwhelmingly prefer cans
over cups for their soft drinks.
A $4 MILLION BUDGET
makes the U. of Florida student
government one of the richest in

the nation for schools of
comparable size. The U. of
Michigan's student government
controls $2 million, Florida State
U.'s $1.7 million, and the U. of
California-Berkeley's $900,000.
I-ongwood's SGA has a budget of
$1000.
A PETITION calling for a
recall election for the U. of
Hawaii student government
president was submitted to the
student senate with twice the
number of required signatures.
The petition charges the
president with Tunning an
"unethical
and
illegal"
campaign, using student funds to
hire an assistant and to pay for a
dinner for himself and two
guests, and failing to fulfill
campaign promises.
UNIVERSITY OFFICIAL at
Northern Illinois U. are
tampering with financial figures
to make it appear as though the
student government's operation
of the Student Food Service is
losing money, according to
charges made by the student
government president. The
president says NIU wants to turn
the food services over to a private
contractor. "We know what their
game is," he says, "and they're
going to have to start playing
fair."
"DEBBIE DOES DALLAS"
was shown by a student group at
the U. of Illinois as a protest
against the student government's
efforts to ban pornographic films
from campus. The X-rated film
attracted more viewers than all
six shows of each of the other
three movies ("Footloose,"
"French Connection" and
"Raiders of the Ust Ark"( on
campus that weekend.
THE ROTC BUILDING WAS
"BOMBED" with confetti and
flowers when more than 30 U. of
California-Santa Barbara
students engaged in a mock war
game to make an anti-military
statement. "What is this, the
'60s.'" asked an angry ROTC
administrative assistant.
"SAFE" (Straights Against
Faggots Everywhere) is a student group organized at the U.
of Delaware to stop the funding of
the school's Gay and I-esbian
Student Union. Meanwhile,
students at Utah State U. formed
the Heterosexual Alliance to
"discourage publicity about
homosexuality." USU also has a
Gay and Lesbian Alliance.
MYSTERIOUS GRAFFITI
ARTISTS have students at the U.
of Wisconsin baffled. The graffiti
- a circled letter J — has been
appearing on campus building,
desks and blackboards, but no
one seems to know its origin or
meaning.
(Continued on Page 10)
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"Faculty Follies

»

community; 50 cents for children
under 12. This project creates
monies for Prince Edward
Rescue Squad. With 11 acts this
will be great fun! For more
information to participate
contact Julie Mobley, Frazer 845,
392-9794. Come see if your
favorite teacher or staff member
can make the grade! Free tickets
may be given away on WUTA so
listen in!

STUDENT UNIOR BOARD

mm
DIAL M FOR MURDER
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
AT 7:00 AND 9:15 IN BEDFORD AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $1.00

LD.'s
— misuse
—altering
Incense, useof in residence halls

Probation
Probation
Admonition

Interference with:
— classroom or co-curricular activities
— other's right to sleep or study
—rights and privileges of others
— staff members'duties
—other's exit during an alarm or evacuation

Probation
Admonition
Admonition
Probation
Probation
Admonition - Loss of privilege*

Lying
—giving false information during a hearing with intent to lie, deceive or conceal
Suspension
— giving false information to any college official with intent to lie, deceive or conceal. Probation
Admonition

Obscene or indecent behavior

Probation

Offensive conditions; exposing others to

Probation

Oil lamps, burning in residence halls

Probation

Overnight guests, violation of policy

Admonition

Pets

Admonition

Physical well-being, endangering

Probation

Plagiarism
— quoting a written source on an exam term paper, or homework, without citation, when it is
requested by the instructor to present one's own work
Probation
— handing in a paper purchased from a term paper service
Suspension
— copying another person's paper and handing it in as one's own work
Suspension
— taking a paper from a file and handing it in as one's own work
Suspension
— the unauthorized collaboration with another person in preparing written work offered for
credit
Probation
— intentionally footnoting an incorrect source
Suspension'
Posting policy
—distribution policy
—not receiving prior approval
—advertising alcohol

Admonition - loss of privileges
Admonition -loss of privileges
Admonition - loss of privileges

Privacy; disregard

Admonition

Property
—damaging property of college member
Probation - restitution
—theft of personal or college property
Probation - restitution
— unauthorized use of personal or college property
Probation
— possessing stolen property
Probation
— taking academic-library materials with intent to deprive other-or gain unfair academic
advantage
Probation
Raffle; sponsorship of without permission

Admonition - loss of privilege*

Roofs, balconies, etc; use of areas which are not designated as "public"

OMEGA PSI PHI. INC.
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Probation

Noise

1

By JULIE MOBLEY
Alpha Phi Omega Service
Fraternity is sponsoring the first
"Faculty Follies," since the
1960's. This is an annual event to
be held in Jarman for the
promotion of spirit and fun.
Faculty and staff participate in
acts created by themselves. APO
will be the MC Wednesday, April
2, at 7 p.m. The cost is $1.00 for
students, faculty, staff and

UlSClf)lltt(U*Y
■*
T..

Loft contraction; improper

i
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THE ROTUNDA

Sales,
— room-to-room
—forpolitical or partisan purposes

Admonition

Admonition - loss of privileges
Admonition

PLEASE GIVE!

Stealing ...!

Suspension

Clothes Drive

Trespassing

Probation

For The Under Privileged
March 18-29

Vehicle; mis-use and-or unauthorized use of state vehicles
Visitation
Waterbed in residence hall

Th« cloth«» will go to the R«d Cross. Representatives will come by
eoch dorm to pick up clothes, or you may drop them off at Cox 206
or 617 Curry.

Weapons
— possession of
— use of

Probation • loss of privileges
Admonition
Admonition - loss of privileges
Suspension
Dismissal

Anyone who has constructive comments on these new sanctions
should contact Barb Gorski in written form.
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Intramural Update
Softball Takes
Tough Opener
The fine line between winning
and losing in any sport often
hinges on defense, and such has
been the case for Long wood's
women's softball team thus far in
the season. The I^ady lancers got
off to an 0-6 start last week,
despite out-hitting opponents in
several games.

3:00.
Ixmgwood's top hitters so far
are Gough (.368), Tina Hall with
a .333 average, three doubles and
two triples, Dailey (.333) and Jill
Everett, .316. The Lady Lancers
have a respectable team batting
average of .272.
Tuesday against Virginia
Wesleyan, Longwood totaled
eight hits in the opener to three
for the Marlins but came out on
the short end of 5-2 contest. Five
errors hurt the Lady Lancers.
Hitting leaders were Julie
Biscoe, Lois Kinch and Hall with
a pair of safeties each.

Walks have also played a role
in I/>ngwood's slow start. Lady
Lancer pitchers have issued 44
free passes in the first six games.
In Saturday's first-game, 13-8
loss to a strong Lock Haven
team, Ix>ngwood had 10 hits to the
visitors' five, but six Lady
Lancer errors negated the hitting
Longwood took a 3-0 lead in the
advantage. Mary Dailey had
three hits and Penny Gough two nightcap, but Wesleyan rallied
with an eight-run third inning,
for IiOngwood in the opener.
and took the victory 12-5.
It was all Ix>ck Haven in the
In last Monday's season opener
nightcap as the Pennsylvania
Longwood out-hit Vermont 7-6 but
team took a 9-1 win.
committed five errors, helping
This week Longwood will seek the visitors take a 6-2 win. Hall
to bounce back with a visit to went 3-4 with two doubles and a
North
Carolina-Greensboro triple and Everett had two hits to
Monday and a home meeting with lead Longwood at the plate.
Chowan Wednesday at the Vermont took the second game
Farmville Armory
Field. 10-7 despite two hits each from
Wednesday's twinbill tips off at Dailey, Gough and Everett.

Past Event winners:
Ping Pong (mem's) — Chuck Fagan
Innertube water polo — Aiose
Coed Volleyball — Blaxzers
Badminton (women's) — Gilbert-Bennett
Current events:
Men's Badminton will finish up on Monday, March 24 with AshbyBrowning playing the undefeated team of Rishi-Iim. Men's tennis
doubles and spades are both in full force and continue through the next
few weeks. Softball will begin on Monday. There are 28 teams participating. The Men's Division is broken up into two leagues, "A" and "B", both of which contain 8 teams. The women will all compete in the
the same league with 12 teams.
Coming events:
(1) Weekend soccer April 5 — Entry blanks due and meeting
Tuesday, April 1 at 6:30 in Lankford.
(2) Spring weekend — Get on your class team and join in the fun on
April 12. Classes will compete in Volleyball, Relays, and Tug of War.

Live '86
On April 19, LIVE '86 will occur. This project, initiated by the
Longwood Community, calls for Longwood Students Faculty and
administration to band together and provide volunteer energy for the
clean-up of Farmville's public areas. Each volunteer group will be
assigned a specific area to clean up of the town entrance ways, the
various lakes, Bicentennial Park etc. The Farmville Town Council will
be providing the equipment, finances and supervision. There will also
be cash and prizes to those groups with the most participation. On
Wednesday, March 26, there will be an informative meeting in the
Prince Edward Room at 5 p.m. for organization leaders and all interested persons. If you are unable to attend, or would like more information, please contact Diana Scudder Box 1194.

Equestrian Team
Takes Ribbons

Collegiate Cup
Seven Longwood riders earned
ribbons in an intercollegiate
horse show at Williamsburg
Wednesday and three Lancers
have now qualified for regional
competition.

D

Regional qualifiers are Bill
Fahey in novice horsemanship on
the flat and over fences, Mike
Carey novice on the flat and over
fences, Jennifer Winn, novice on
the flat and walk-trot.
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Fahey had a 3rd on the flat and
a fourth in fences and Winn a 2nd
in walk-trot at last Wednesday's
show hosted by William & Mary
and Christopher-Newport. Other
Ixingwood ribbon winners were
Ann Lawson, 1st in novice fences
and 6th in novice flat; Karen
Clarke,
5th
open
fences; Margaret Keller, 5th
novice flat; Sharon Kaufman, 5th
walk-trot and Tina Popernack,
5th beginner walk-trot-canter.

The Longwood team is gearing
up for its home show April 6 at
Long
Lance
Farm
in
Cumberland.

Golf Team
Takes Second
Despite a medalist 78 from
newcomer Richard Hardy
Longwood's men's golf team
finished second behind HampdenSydney Friday in a three-team
match at Longwood Golf Course.
The Lancers, who are playing
in the Elon College Tournament
Monday and Tuesday, totaled a
337 to finish six strokes behind
Hampden-Sydney's 331. Virginia
Wesleyan was third at 370.
In addition to Hardy's nineover-par 78, longwood got an 82
from Ty Bordner an 86 from
Mark Marshall, 91 from Kevin
Hare, 92 from Chris Gray, and 99
from Jeff Ramey. Joe Bernat
shot an 85 for Longwood, playing
as an individual.
"We did not play very well,"
said coach Steve Nelson.
"Neither Bordner or Marshall
are playing up to their potential
right now. It's still early in the
season, however. We have the
potential to be a good team.
Next Monday the Lancers will
play in a four-team match in
Lexington, VA with VMI,
Washington &
Lee
and
Bridgewater, before hosting
Hampden-Sydney and Newport
News April 2.

CO
NEWS
(Continued from Page 8)
THE PI KAPPA ALPHA
fraternity was kicked off the San
Diego State U. campus for at
least five years for its role in an
alleged gang rape of a freshman
sorority pledge at a party. Thirty
of the chapter's 110 members also
face administrative charges
which could lead to expulsion.
Meanwhile, the fraternity
suspened two of its own members
for recording a "rape hotline"
message on a telephone
answering
machine.
The
message told callers to
"arrange" a rape by leaving
"your name, number, age and
time you would like yours to
occur . . .Group discounts
available."
PROFESSORS WOULD BE
[PROHIBITED from profiting
from tost books sales at their own
universities if a bill now before
the Arizona legislature becomes
law.
Student
complaints
prompted
an
Arizona
congressman to introduce the bill
requiring professors to turn over
text royalties at their own school
to the university. The Arizona
Board of Regents is opposing the
bill.
STUDENT ACTIVISTS are
speaking out against a proposal
to incorporate a county ordinance
prohibiting sleeping or camping
on private property into the U. of
California-Santa
Barbara
campus
regulations.
The
students say the rule would
infringe on constitutional rights
to free speech and freedom of
assembly. Annual events such as
a rugby tournament, dog show
and frisbee competition would
also be affected.
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Player Of Week
Lancer third baseman Marty
Ford came up with a defensive
gem Saturday which would have
been good enough to make the
WTBS late-night sports show as
"The Play of the Day." For that
play plus an outstanding week,
Ford has been named Longwood
College Player of the Week for
the period March 16-23. Player of
the Week is chosen by the
Longwood sports information
office.
In the fourth inning of
Saturday's opener with Mount St.
Mary's Longwood held a 3-0 lead.
The Mount had runners at second
and third with one out when the
next batter ripped a line drive
that had "hit" written all over it.
Ford dived to his right and
speared the smash before
doubling up the runner at second
base to end the inning. The
I -iruvrs went on to win the game
7-0 and sweep the doubleheader.
"That was the greatest play
I've ever seen in college
baseball," said Lancer coach
Buddy Bolding. "You won't see a
ball hit any harder than that. It
would have been a great play if
Marty had just knocked it down.
He really picked us up and took
them (The Mount) out of a

MARTY FORD
potential big inning."
In five Longwood victories last
week Ford hit .450, getting nine
hits in 20 at-bats. He had four
doubles, a triple and a homer
with eight RBI's and 10 runs as
well. He also stole six bases in six
attempts.
Hitting .367 for the season with
seven doubles, Ford ranks second
for the Lancers in RBI's with 15
and has scored a team-high 21
runs. A three-year starter, he is a
graduate of Patchogue-Medford
High School.

Gymnasts Close
Out Season

Baseball Wins 5;
Tough Schedule Ahead
Boosted by five wins in a row,
Longwood's baseball team enters
a six-game stretch against three
teams which figure to be in the
hunt for a spot in the South
Atlantic Regional playoffs.
The Lancers host Maryland
Baltimore County for two
Tuesday at 1:00, St. Augustine's
Wednesday in a 1:00 twin bill and
visit always tough Norfolk State
Saturday for two games. The
UMBC doubleheader has been
scheduled for Thursday but was
moved to Tuesday. The Retrievers
and Norfolk took two from
Longwood near the end of the 1985
season, snuffing out the Lancers'
playoff hopes.
If Longwood continues to hit
the ball at a .380 clip as it did last
week, the rest of the season
should be a success.
Paced by senior Dennis
Leftwich and juniors Marty Ford,
Jeff Mayone, and Jeff Rohm,
Longwood beat Radford Tuesday
7-6,13-2, Mount St. Mary's
Saturday 7-0, 6-3, and St. Mary's
Sunday 15-1.
For the week, Rohm hit .786,
Leftwich .563, Ford .450 and
Mayone .444. The foursome also
drove in a combined 29 of
Longwood's 48 runs. Shortstop
Kelvin Davis ripped three
homers for the week.
Senior Todd Ashby and
freshman Steve Gedro turned in
the top pitching performances.
Ashby hurled a five-hit shutout in
the first-game win over Mount St.
Mary's Saturday, upping his
record to 2-1. He walked one and
struck out three.
Gedro, like Ashby a lefthander,
tied a Longwood record for
strikeouts when he fanned 12 St.
Mary's batters in Saturday's
nine-inning, 15-1 Lancer victory.
He allowed just three hits and
didn't walk a batter. Tommy
Norris (1983) and Richard
Vaught (1980) share the strikeout
record with Gedro.

competing on floor and beam.
By JIM WINKLER
The Longwood gymnastics team She scored 8.65 on beam and
finished fifth out of six teams in really did a good job," said the
the NCAA Division II Southeast Longwood coach. "Lynda
Regional Championships at Chenoweth (Longwood's other
Indiana
University
of freshman) also had a good meet,
Pennsylvania Saturday evening. but was very underscored on
The host school won the beam, receiving less than 8.0,"
championships scoring 178.40 and said Budd. Chenoweth scored a
will advance to the NCAA personal career best in vaulting
Division
II
National (9.0) inthe competition.
Championships. William & Mary
Along with Zuraw, Kelly
finished second (176.35) and was Strayer competed for Longwood
followed by Towson (174.30), for the last time. The senior
West Chester (170.50), Longwood scored 33.85 in all-around. It was
(165.95) and Trenton (163.90).
just the third time this season
Lisa Zuraw led the Lancers in Strayer was able to compete in
the competition. The senior all events, as she has been
placed fifth in vaulting with 9.15, recovering from an early season
just short of the Longwood injury.
record, 9.2, which she set in the
Budd was not as pleased with
Virginia State Meet early this the judging in the competition as
month.
she was with her team's
After opening the season with 9Ixmgwood Coach Ruth Budd performance. "A few of us (the
felt her team performed well in coaches) felt the judging was 0 win over John Fay Friday
the meet. "It was a high pressure bias towards the .home team," morning, Longwood's men's
meet, and their was a lot of noise said Budd. "We felt William & tennis team dropped matches to
making it very hard to Mary should have won the King's College (PA) W) Saturday
and Ix)ck Haven 6-3 Sunday in
concentrate, especially on competition, not IUP."
It was the eighth time in nine play last week.
beam," said Budd. "But the team
Longwood's next match is April
years
that the Longwood
hung in there and performed
well." Budd also commented on gymnastics team had competed 1 when Virginia Wesleyan visits
the efforts of the two freshmen on in post-season competition and for a 3:30 match. The lancers, 1the team. "Our freshmen the seventh consecutive year. 2, will also host Hampdenperformed well under pressure. The Lancers finished the season Sydney, Newport News and Mary
Washington next week.
Kim Booth had a no-fall meet, with an 8-9 record.

Mens Tennis

Leftwich got things started
against the Mount with a lead-off
homer in the first game. He
added a two-run single for three
RBI's. The biggest play of the
day was turned in by Ford from
his position at third base.
In the fourth with Longwood
holding a 3-0 lead, The Mount had
runners at second and third with
one out. Tim Wiegartner ripped a
screaming line drive toward the
hole between third and short.
Ford speared the hit and doubled
the runner at second base to end
the inning.
Ford was the hitting star of
Longwood's 6-3 win the nightcap.
He ripped a double and a triple,
driving in three runs. Junior Rob
Furth went the distance to get the
win, pitching his way out of
several jams.
Mayone, Longwood's RBI
leader for the season with 25,
drove in five runs with four
singles in Sunday's 15-1 win over
St. Mary's. Ford added three RBI
with a homer, capping a 10-run
uprising in the sixth inning.
Leftwich scored five runs in the
victory.
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Rugby
By DAVE LARSON
The Longwood College Rugby
team had its first home game of
the season this past Saturday.
Their opponents were the club
from Washington and Lee. Both
teams played a real hard game
with Longwood coming out on top
37-0.
Phillip Casanae started the
scoring in the first half with a
drop kick from 30 yards out. With
about 20 minutes to go in the half,
David Larson scored back to
back tries for Longwood, thii
ended the half at 17-0.
In the second half Brian Liming
started the scoring with a tri.
David Rackley followed with two
tries and Danny Nero and Tracey
Kilby combined ended the game
with the last tri.
The Longwood club had an
excellent afternoon of Rugby and
would like to thank everyone that
came out to the game for their
support. They would also like to
invite everyone out to see
Longwood play the University of
Richmond next Saturday the 29th
of March at the President's field.

Women's
Tennis
Splits

Leftwich is making a solid
comeback from a sprained ankle.
The centerfielder is leading the
club with a .514 batting average
and has stolen seven bases in
Longwood's women's tennis
eight attempts.
team got a win and a loss in its
Rohm raised his average from first week of spring action,
.333 to .500 last week including a beating Ferrum 8-1 Tuesday and
6-6 showing in the sweep of bowing at Randolph-Macon
Radford last Tuesday. The Woman's College 7-2 Friday.
catcher has 19 hits in 38 at-bats.
Playing without soph Connie
Longwood coach Buddy Harrell who was out with the flu,
Bolding is closing in on his the Lady Lancers got wins from
200th victory. The Lancer coach the No. 1 and No. 2 doubles teams
has a record of 192-81-2 heading at RMWC. Ann Pitzer and Diane
into this week's action. He's in his Rogers were victorious in No. 1
eighth season at LC.
doubles and Mary Lynn Lawman
The Lancers are now hitting and Heather Gardner came out
.325 as a team, up from a .299 on top at No. 2.
batting average through the first
In action this week the lady
12 games of the season, netters host Elon Tuesday for a
longwood hit .339 in 1985.
3:30 contest.

Fourth Street Motor
Company
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO REPAIR
210 FOURTH STREET
392-3896
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LANQER §PORT§
Women's Lacrosse Jumps Out
To 3-0 Mark
Ixmgwood's women lacrosse
team marked the debut of firstyear coach Sue Finnie with road
victories over Mary Washington
and Hollins, plus a homefield
triumph over Sweet Briar last
week as senior scoring leader Sue
Groff tallied 17 goals and
goalkeeper Kate Scanlon notched
31 saves.
Groff, the top career scorer at
Longwood, had 6 goals in
Tuesday's 12-9 win over the Blue
Tide, seven more in Wednesday's
15-2 shellacking of Hollins and
four in the 12-6 win over Sweet
Briar Friday. She added six
assists in the three outings.

Scanlon's play was a major
factor in Longwood getting off to
a 3-0 start. She came up with 12
saves against Mary Washington,
eight against Hollins and 11 in
Friday's win over Sweet Briar.

Other defensive leaders for
Longwood last week were seniors
Sharon Bruce and Tammy
Marshall.

Senior Teresa Alvis had seven
goals in the three games while
Coach Sue Finnie termed Caren Forbes had five goals and
Friday's win over Sweet Briar "a six assists. Forbes, the assist
big one."
leader on the Longwood women's
"Sweet Briar is probably one of baskeball team, has now
the four best teams we'll play," channeled her playmaking
said Finnie. "Our play in the abilities into lacrosse. Another
second half really won it. We did eager Karen Boska had four
a better job of containing their goals in the victories and a teamtop scorers."
high four assists in the win over
Sweet Briar.
Longwood led 7-4 at the half
Longwood will be idle until
and outscored the visitors 5-2 in resuming play April 3 when
the second period.
Roanoke comes to visit.

GRAND OPENING
v. m
JT *<**,
Karen Boska congratulates Teresa Alvis (4) after scoring against
Sweet Briar.

Womens Golf Looks To Future
After Troy State Travesty
Ixingwood's women's golf team
will be seeking to bounce back
from a poor showing at the Troy
State Tournament March 7-9
when they take part in the Peggy
Kirk Bell Invitational in Winter
Park, Florida Sunday through
Tuesday.
Coach Barbara Smith has been
working her team hard in
practice in an effort to iron out
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some of the problems which
cropped up at Troy State.
"We have the potential to play
much better than we did in
Alabama," said Dr. Smith.
"We're looking forward to
getting back into action."
Sophomore Tina Barrett shot a
78-77-83-238 to lead Ixmgwood in
its season-opening action at Troy
State.

%

30-minute
guarantee

II your pizza does not arrive
within 30 minutes present
this coupon to the driver lor
S3 00 olt your pizza
Feat. Free Delivery
39294(1
Longwood Village
Shopping Center

COMING SOON!
NEW TEAM SUPERSTARS
(4 men, 3 women)

FIRST MEETING MARCH 26

